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Sharing our values and shared values
What do we value most about Tarremah and about

innovative. These individuals offer themselves to the

education more generally? The answer to this question

community.

informs our long term planning and specifically our

Building and fostering relationships is a skill that some

Strategic Plan. The 2021 School Surveys confirmed

find particularly difficult.

community support of our overarching values of

priorities in early learning, as children step into that first

reverence, passion, creativity, community and joy. In

communal environment, where the social dynamic is

recent weeks we’ve continued exploring our values and

quite different to that of the family. Child to child, child

in one activity were asked to prioritise how we valued

to teacher, teacher to parent, and teacher to teacher

of our own work, in terms of service, relationships, art

relationships are all critical in a school environment.

and science.

Developing respect for one another, our different

This led me to rephrase that initial question … What do

experiences and perspectives, is crucial for the healthy

we value most about Tarremah: Is it that we offer a

functioning of the school. We must all step into this

service

of

space with the very best intentions, keen to listen and

relationships that tie us together and that help our

understand another’s experience. Being able to step

children begin to understand interconnectedness? Is it

between these relationships can be challenging, but

the beauty we see in the world and creative way we

also rewarding.

endeavour to bring new understanding? Is it the way

Outwardly, Steiner Schools are often noted for their

we explore what is in front of us, analyse evidence and

beauty and focus on artistic pursuits. I believe deeper

change our approach to meet the needs of the

understanding would offer a more accurate picture

children?

noting that teachers take the time to bring the beauty

As parents, and as teachers, any one of these issues

of the world to the children.

to

community?

Is

it

the

building

might be seen as of most value. As a School, however,

This is one of the first
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we must priorities all of these concepts, because
they’re so deeply interconnected and fundamental to
the greater organism.
We are deeply grateful to those individuals who see
education as a calling to offer a service to our young
people. A service to help build a future of our society
that

is

more

compassionate,

harmonious

and

Henry & Trinity, Class 6

Diary Dates
Monday 9— Thursday 12 May
Monday 9 - Friday 13 May
Monday 16—Friday 20 May
Thursday 19 May
Friday 20 May
Thursday 26 May
Thursday 26 May
Wednesday 1 June
Wednesday 8 June

9:00am
6:00pm
9:00am
6:00pm
6:00pm
9:30am

Classes 3 & 5 NAPLAN
Classes 7 & 9 NAPLAN
Classes 7 & 9 NAPLAN
Parent Craft/Handwork Group
Parade of Lights
Parent Craft/Handwork Group
TSSF AGM
Secondary School Information Evening
School Tour

Hall Foyer
Hall Foyer
Music Room

Animal Projects
Class 4 children proudly displayed their animal
projects last term. During class time they each shared
what they had learned about their animals, including
their struggles and triumphs when making their
models.

It was an exciting, wonderful, exhausting,

Mud Run
The Secondary School participated in the Mud Run to
end Term 1. It was an awesome day running,
overcoming different obstacles and challenges and
getting really, really muddy!
Needless to say it was a great day out for students and

informative and proud day for us all.

staff to come together and celebrate making it through

Elise

a long first term.
Greg

Trauma Informed, Positive Education Practise
At the beginning of last week our staff completed their
Trauma Informed, Positive Education Practise PD. This
was a wonderful opportunity to gain a shared
understanding of best practise.

Ensuring all staff

understand the reasons behind our practice and are
able to use a common language to describe issues,
processes, and learning plans is so important.
Everyone was so grateful of the opportunity to deepen
their understanding of this field, confirming the benefits
of programs already in place and why they work so well
for all children, not just with those who suffer from
personal or historic trauma. The key aspects of this
field, which you would appreciate, are: supporting the
child

in

those

critical

moments; helping create
positive

relationships;

building stamina; inspiring
engagement; and fostering
character.

News and Events

committee will keep you posted and reach out for your

TSSF AGM

feedback along the way. They are excited to get started

The AGM has been postponed until Thursday 26 May
2022. Please see the notice below.

and are looking forward to hearing from our

Notice is given of:

from each other.

community as to how to connect, support and learn

Tarremah Steiner School Foundation Inc
Annual General Meeting
Music Room, Tarremah School
27 Nautilus Grove, Huntingfield
Thursday 26 May – 6:00 pm
BUSINESS
Apologies
Confirmation of Minutes AGM 2021
Presentation and acceptance of reports
Election of Council Members
Appointment of the auditor
Other Business

Lost Property
We had a bumper crop of lost
property in Term One. Please
have a peruse of the rack of
clothes on the back verandah of the

Honeysuckle

Room. These items will be sent to the opshop on the
21 May, giving you a chance to claim your child’s warm
jacket beforehand.
We recommend that you label all your children’s
clothes clearly, so those items lost in the excitement of

A minimum of fifteen members is required for a
quorum at the 2022 AGM.

playtime can make their way back to the right student’s

Penny Lane
Public Officer

re-labelled to avoid confusion.

P&F Committee Announcement

back of the Library and will be there after 21 May.

We had a wonderful turnout at the P&F AGM held at
the end of last term where 11 new members were
elected. Once official proceedings were completed,

cubbyhole. Also please make sure hand-me-downs are

Lost Property is usually kept on the verandah at the

Thank you,
Qug

conversations turned to acknowledging the enormous
efforts of Kylee, Melissa and the outgoing P&F in

Parent or Care-givers
Craft/Handwork Groups

holding our community. This lead to discussions around

All levels of experience welcome.

finding ways to carry on their great work.

Come to one or come to both.

As this is a new committee it was agreed that the

Come regularly or just drop in.

priority is to define a set of values from which to

Join us for a cuppa, conversation and crafting.

operate. After this, the models of previous P&Fs within

Morning Sessions : 9:00am Every Thursday (in term

our community and the wider the Steiner school

time) in the Hall Foyer

community will be looked at to develop a framework to
best serve and support our school.
Your new committee members are: Bindi Browning,
Carmen Goldstein, Craig Tipping (Assistant Chair), Fiona
Wilson (Secretary), Lauren Orr, Leah Rose (Public
Officer), Mariam Seeney, Nadia Kent (Treasurer),

Evening Sessions: 7pm on the 1st Thursday of each
Month in the Silvereye Room.
BYO craft project or purchase one of the seasonal kits
that are available. Kits are $10, cash only—proceeds to
the P&F.

Natalie Coombe (Assistant Secretary), Sarah Gorman

Contact Freya (Richardson.Freya@gmail.com) or Rosie

Sarah Pieris (Chair).

(0414 779 643) if you would like any more information.

Work has started at the first meeting for Term 2. The
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They recognise the interconnectedness of apparently

the National Assessment Program for Literacy and

different realms, slowly guiding students through a

Numeracy.

series of authentic learning activities that set the

publishing of results controversial. The most important

building blocks in place to enable deep understanding.

aspect of this program is also overlooked by many.

As the children grow this facilitates deep questioning of

Whilst the testing program doesn’t line up with our

what we do, why things happen in a particular way and

curriculum, particularly in the lower years, and is only a

why we are who we are. The best activities bring a

picture of one particular day, the results do give us the

diverse range of children together to share an

potential to observe and analyse progression.

experience that speaks to them at different levels,
hopefully challenging their understanding, but not so
much as to push them away.

This testing is often debated and the

A better system would be one that explored growth
more holistically, one that aligned with our teaching,
and one that did so through a process of continuous

Without usually naming it, we take a scientific approach

assessment. One might ask why we not doing this?

to our teaching, on multiple levels. It might be when we

Well, we are. That holistic approach is the basis of our

lead the children through experiences, obtaining data

assessment at Tarremah. We hope that you’re looking

about something, then analysing whether there’s a

forward to receive your child’s interim report, which

pattern; or it might be the process of creating an

you’ll receive in about ten days time. The report will

activity to develop understanding, our review of the

include a request to participate in a parent teacher in-

children’s work and assessment of their progress,

terview in the weeks following.

leading to the review of the activity itself. Whilst this
approach is not recognised by all, its this critical analysis
and refinement of our education program that keeps
progressive Steiner Schools at the forefront of
education.

We’re also exploring an alternate to the national
standardised testing program with Steiner Education
Australia. One that would take a more holistic
approach, assessing a broader range of academics,
creative pursuits, as well as health and wellbeing. We

Sharing our values and shared values form the

are in the early stages of developing this program, that

foundation of what we do and how we interact. In last

a small number of schools will pilot. If successful we’d

year’s School Survey, several parents indicated a desire

hope to expand this to all Steiner Schools in the coming

to be actively involved in the formation of our next

years,

Strategic Plan. I would like to invite those interested to

Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority) to

contact the School (mail@tarremah.tas.edu.au) so they

examine the benefits of our more holistic approach to

might be involved in such an opportunity later this

assessment.

term.

this area later in the year, and I’d recommend looking

Matt, School Chair

out for Michelle’s article on Growth Mindset, in the

The journey or the destination?

Tarremah Times later this Term.

What priority do we place on getting things right? Our
broader society celebrates success and achievement in
the loudest terms. The down side of this is that that
same society looks down on lack of success or
achievement, often being openly critical, without
looking more deeply. Don’t we all have the potential
for growth? Shouldn’t we be valuing growth over
achievement?
Nationally, our children are currently taking NAPLAN,

then

encourage

ACARA

(the

Australian

We’ll keep you informed of progress in

Publishing details
Tarremah Times Newsletter is published fortnightly
during term times. For further information please contact the school office or visit http://
www.tarremah.tas.edu.au
Tarremah Times is published by Tarremah Steiner
School
email: mail@tarremah.tas.edu.au

